Whereas, the Art of Magic has been around for centuries, intended to entertain audiences with the staging of tricks or creating seemingly impossible illusions; and

Whereas, throughout its history, magic has grown to show innovative and creative ways to delight and engage audiences worldwide; and

Whereas, it takes a great deal of dedication and a strong work ethic to devote the practice time necessary to master this art; and

Whereas, magic organizations, such as The Society of American Magicians, The International Brotherhood of Magicians and The Dallas Magic Clubs, have attempted to elevate and advance the Art of Magic by promoting an environment for magicians worldwide to come together and share their passion; and

Whereas, the City of Wylie has worked with renowned magician David Copperfield and the United States House of Representatives to have magic recognized as an art form by our federal government; and

Whereas, the City of Wylie, in partnership with the Dallas Magic Clubs created the Magic of Wylie festival, the first in the State of Texas, to promote the Art of Magic through street magicians, restaurant performances, parlor magic, culminating with the Night of Wonder magic show.

Now therefore, I, Eric Hogue, Mayor of the City of Wylie, Texas, am honored to proclaim the 22nd day of October 2017 through the 28th day of October 2017, as

“Magic of Wylie Week”

in Wylie, Texas.

Eric Hogue, Mayor
City of Wylie
State of Texas